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Abstract
Traveling with group tours can no longer meet the needs of tourists. In-depth tourism has become a new choice for
Chinese tourists, especially middle- and high-income groups. Outbound travel, tourists need to find far away from
the hustle and bustle of the city and to deeply understand the cultural heritage and folklore origins. Pursue a personal
experience of natural beauty and artistic style or a bold exploration of the way of life and the essence of life.
The rapid development of the tourism industry and the proliferation of user-shared content have made the problem
of information overload in the field of tourism increasingly prominent. How to help tourists quickly develop
personalized tour routes while improving the travel experience has become the key to the current research on
tourism route planning.The fear of visiting a new, unfamiliar place could lead stress of travel, making travel plans
can also make travel anxiety. Searching for an efficient and local travel experience is very important.
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Problem Statement and Solution
Whenever we travel, especially on our own, one thing we have to do is develop plans. Through this process, I
usually search famous place online and figure out the route from place to place. But navigating multiple place and
lack of knowing local culture is really bothering me about counting time and distance to have an efficient trip plan.
For example, if we want to visit three places and try to figure out which way is the most efficient, we just need add
three places in the app then the system would automatically calculate the optimal route. As we all known, most
space have opening hour and restaurant have crowded hour, depends on that, the system could have a better
arrangement about what time for visiting is better. Even adding place in specific time, the system will also notice the
opening hours of attractions or restaurants.
For tourist, the journey must be very tired. I hope users can save their time and energy when using this app, shorten
the time of arranging the trip and enjoy the journey for a longer time. The fear of visiting a new, unfamiliar place
and the stress of travel plans can lead to what’s sometimes called travel anxiety. We desire an efficient and local
travel experience. Dotrips is a stress-free app that helps tourists arrange travel plans and mindful preparation through
customized programs, a local experience database, and complete coverage of the whole process. I strive to reduce
travel anxiety and negative emotions through improved travel efficiency physically and emotionally.

Main Body
While maintaining the competitiveness of international tourism, domestic tourism and outbound tourism will enter a
period of rapid development. The structure of the tourism industry has gradually changed in recent years. In terms of
travel destinations and travel methods, leisure travel has replaced sightseeing travel as the main travel destination,
and the parent-child travel market continues to increase in popularity; in the structure of travel crowds, youth has
become the main trend, and users under the age of 35 are the main groups of travel users. The proportion of female
users has also gradually increased, and the proportion of men and women has been more balanced; in cities of
departure and popular tourist destinations, economically developed provinces have a higher degree of travel, and the
construction of tourist facilities, cultural environment and gourmet culture in destination cities are considered by the
tourist crowd the elements of.
At present, although travelers can conveniently view related information on the Internet when planning their trips, it
still takes a lot of time and effort. We could easily find that people travel around the world more frequently and the
need of them increased either. It is often the case that many travelers spend a lot of time planning travel routes, but
ultimately have to choose to travel in groups, so travelers are increasingly demanding travel planning services.
“Route planning for an afford adventure can be daunting, to say the least. “Just finding a geographical area to
explore is often time consuming, and that doesn’t even takes into account the time spent figuring out the cool things
to visit in that area and how exactly to get to those things. (Turbodb, 2018)
With the rapid development of the Internet, various types of user-generated content related to daily information are
rapidly increasing. In the field of tourism, various forms of travel Spatio-temporal trajectory data have been formed,

such as GPS trajectory, Beidou navigation information, and check-in records.(Xiaolu Zhou, Mingshu Wang,
Dongying Li, 2016) The focus of this type of work is to accurately model multiple factors in the travel route
planning problem, such as user constraints, attraction opening hours, and travel modes of transportation, and
ultimately one or more accurate route planning results that meet the user constraints can be obtained.
Technically, it is hard to know how much data an application uses for route planning but through rough research of
testing data usage, we could get a conclusion that route mapping software doesn't use that much data. (Dan
Khasis,2017) Besides, as a designer, we need to be living in the future due to technology developing such fast. AI,
AR, UX & VR provide so many opportunities for designers to approve their design which could help the user have a
better experience. (Invasivecode,2018)
For the aspect of design methods, designers need to think about a step-by-step guide to improving app navigation
through UX research. (Jessica Drum,2018) Compared to Google and Apple's walking directions, it could provide me
some good examples like how they present screens and guide users. (Stephanie Nguyen,2015) Take Waze as a
specific example, "upon opening up the app, the user immediately sees where he/she is located on the map. The
search icon on the bottom left corner lights up blue, indicating a CTA."(Eva Monheit,2019) From a single layout
and element, I could gain inspiration from it.
At last but not least, I would like to put animation and color choice at the end to talk. "Scientists have studied the
physiological effects of certain colors for centuries. Besides aesthetics, colors are the creators of emotions and
associations."(Wojciech Zieliński,2017) As a designer, you must also consider the combination of color and
animation. Includes Transition from the list to the project, UI Animation Concepts in Realistic Interfaces, and so on.
(Tubik Studio,2018)
For design concept, I will an interaction design system for a traveling app that navigates multiple sites to arrange trip
plans and give users a better travel experience. Before traveling, after users confirm their destination, they will
easily get plans from selecting options. System will automatically set attractions or restaurants where fit user’s need
in an order. The user also can enter multiple destinations and wait for the system to analyze, and finally, get the best
plan. During the journey, after completing the itinerary planning for multiple locations, users can also add new
locations at any time. You can also purchase tickets or reserve a restaurant when you have a plan. For local
experience, the application will provide huge data support, based on the sharing, commenting and forwarding of a
large number of netizens, recommending travel destination activities and special play items in line with the local
season for users. For us, traveling is a happy and stress-relieving thing, so try to reduce the time and energy
consumption of planning in the early stage.
About the method and evaluation, first, I think the role of interaction design is the process of solving problems. Start
with the problem, prove the problem, and find a solution. Through the problems found in life, I will conduct
preliminary research first. I use three different research methods: interview, cognitive mapping, and the current
system to prove the importance of this problem and the need for in-depth research. Then, set up your own
preliminary goals, and conduct user analysis and user research. I need to define who my users are and what they
need. Through the needs and psychology of different users, set up a prototype, and analyze the psychological
changes of one of the typical users. Third, conduct competitive product analysis. I will analyze their advantages and

disadvantages in the same types of websites and apps to provide a reference for my design. Then enter the step of
implementing a design, write a variety of solutions through "How might we", and select the ideal production
workflow among them. Finally, enter the visual design part. Choose colors to design the logo, and implement Hi-fi
mode for each workflow. Wireframes are made through two software, Figma and Principle, showing the interface
effect and dynamic effect of the final product.

Conclusion
The rapid development of the tourism industry and the increasingly serious "information overload" problem have
made the travel route planning problem widely concerned and applied. Although there are many solutions in the
existing route planning problem research, the traditional travel route planning has many deficiencies in the quality
and speed of the recommendation results, and the global tourism and smart tourism strategies and the proliferation
of user sharing content, which brings more opportunities to the problem of tourism route planning and also brings
great challenges. I hope that through the above analysis and design, I can help people have better travel experience
and allow tourists to plan routes quickly and efficiently when planning their trips.
Through the research and design process, I successfully solved the problem that helps tourists arrange travel plans
and mindful preparation through customized programs, a local experience database, and complete coverage of the
whole process. By designing the application, Dotrips can provide users with more travel options and improve the
efficiency of planning trips. I strive to reduce travel anxiety and negative emotions through improved travel
efficiency physically and emotionally.
However, Dotrips still has a lot of room for improvement in terms of interaction, expanding into more sections, and
improving the logical path. In the visual field, with the support of the design system, this project uses conversational
UI to form its visual system, which can potentially attract users. In summary, this project innovational solved the
problem.
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